
Five Reasons to Use
Health Risk Impact 
Overview (H.R.I.O)

Fully Configurable
Add in additional fields from
your SAP environment.  

Real-Time Global
Overview
Illustrates exposure against the
risk level of any country.

Open Purchase Order
Exposure
Data can be drilled down to 
individual purchase order level.

Data can also be uploaded
in a CSV format.

At-a-Glance Dashboards
Fully adaptable to meet your 
own specific requirements.

Upload Your Own
Data

Gain a Real-Time Overview of Your Contract Exposure 
Integrated with SAP Ariba and featuring a live WHO 
COVID-19 case data feed, our Health Risk Impact 
Overview (H.R.I.O) application provides a comprehensive 
overview of your supply chain exposure against the risk 
level of any country, at both an aggregated and 
individual open purchase order level.

It is an easy to use, intuitive cloud-based application 
that provides users with an easy to use user interface.

 

 

 

Contact our team today to assess your supply chain disruption

How it Works

SAP Ariba Integration WHO COVID-17 Overlay Quantify Supply Risk Engage with suppliers

 
 

Find out more: www.excelerateds2p.com/global-risk-assessment-tool

 

With the impact of COVID-19 shifting on a daily basis, it is 
imperative that your buyers closely monitor the situation and the 
impact this may have on both short-term and long-term demand. 

By overlaying real-time 3rd party data, such as the number of 
live and new cases of the coronavirus, you will be able to 
establish a clearer picture of the potential impacts to the supply 
chain and allow you to develop the appropriate contingency 
plans.

Mobile friendly, the application can run on any device, 
supporting remote working and 24/7 access.
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The true value that is driven by the application is the power to provide a dynamic experience. Rather than simply providing 
static information, you can filter and cross reference the data to deliver the level of insight you require. All data can be drilled 
down to an individual purchase order level, and if required data extracts can be exported to Excel for further analysis. Any 
additional fields from within your SAP and Non-SAP environment can also be added to the core elements already included.

Results from your risk assessment can then be used to engage with our Supply Continuity Survey to establish a detailed 
understanding of both the current and predicted future state of your supply chain. This will enable you to validate existing 
Business Continuity and Recovery Plans (BCP) and follow up with high-risk suppliers.


